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Company Profile  
After receiving a request for "a mirror with integrated lights" more than ten years ago, a patent lawyer 
with a B.S. in physics started a manufacturing company in his family's garage. "Once I started 
exploring the idea, things just started to flow," said Electric Mirror President and Chief Designer 
James (Jim) Mischel.  
   
Mr. Mischel went on to invent a new product standard for luxury hotels worldwide, and today his 
company Electric Mirror (EM) is the world leader in back-lit mirrors and mirror TV technology. The 
company focuses primarily on selling directly to luxury hotels, which account for more than 95% of 
their profits. EM's design team works directly with leading interior designers, architects, hotel 
owners, developers and purchasing companies to create highly customized products. 

Audience Definition  
Primary Audience  
EM's core customer base consists of the approximately 5,000 people who control the hotel industry: 
   

• Hotel interior designers are sought out during the renovation or construction of hotels. 
They collaborate with EM engineers and project managers to design custom products.  

• Hotel brands (e.g. Starwood, Marriot, Four Seasons) control design themes and standards 
for all the hotels within their brand.  

• Hotel owners, sometimes the most powerful influencers and decision makers, can have 
authority over the interior design of their hotel if a brand standard does not exist.  

• Hotel purchasers act on behalf of brands and owners to purchase all hotel fixtures. Less 
than 20 hotel purchasers control 80% of hotel purchases. They almost only care about price.  

 
Secondary Audience  
EM is also interested in marketing to the following groups for PR and potential future expansion of 
their product line: 

• Industry partners include hotel architects, contractors, and technology providers. EM 
manufactures products that are compatible with industry partners. EM gets business through 
them, and they get business through EM.  

• Residential consumers are individuals who buy products from EM's residential product line, 
directly from the manufacturer.   

• Hotel press members are the source of industry news, which is reported by about ten hotel 
design publications.  

Electric Mirror's Challenge 
EM is interested in using digital media to promote their business. The company pulled its 2010 
advertising budget and intends to reallocate the funds for digital media. Jim Mischel's goal is to 
create an online "social place" for people to engage in hotel industry news and information: "Forget a 
print magazine—create an online, entertaining forum."  
 
EM has identified four main challenges associated with this effort:   

1. Protecting intellectual property. EM leads the industry in their field, and it is critical that 
they protect their trade secrets. 
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2. Projecting a polished image. EM wants to provide their luxury consumers with highly 
managed, well-edited content. 

3. Keeping pace with developments in the company and industry.  "Marketing is always six 
months behind the product development team," says Mr. Mischel. 

4. Proving a correlation between the blog effort and revenue. EM identifies this as the top 
measurement of success for a digital media marketing effort. 

Our Recommendation  
Content creation and publication software is relatively inexpensive. Since EM has allocated funds for 
digital media, the company is in a financial position to create and publish content. Additionally, EM 
has the ability to develop unique and valuable content for its core audience because: 

• EM staff members "attend 95% of industry events"—more than hotel industry publications.  
• Its staff travels internationally to visit hotels and clients at least twice a month.  
• EM is a technology leader among their competitors: "Designers come to us for new ideas," 

says EM project manager Doug Finefrock. "We have really cool things that people don't 
know about."  

 
Based on these facts and our supporting research, we recommend that EM create a corporate blog 
for the purpose of engaging and growing their customer base. Maintaining a blog takes considerable 
resources; EM needs a strategy to help them effectively create, manage, and measure blog content. 
For the purpose of this paper, we will focus specifically on this content strategy. 

Our Research Question  
Our research question is: How can Electric Mirror's blog content strategy best engage their 
consumers? Consumer engagement is here defined as capturing and keeping the interest and 
attention of EM's primary audience, who would ideally use EM's blog to share industry news and 
information and to engage with EM and other industry peers. Evidence of engagement would be 
suggested by blog traffic, blog comments, and increased sales leads. 

Preliminary Research  
We took an overly broad approach to our initial assignment with the research question “how can 
Electric Mirror implement a digital media strategy that increases brand awareness and equity in the 
hotel and interior design industries?” We proposed to implement a corporate blog, create a digital 
news platform, integrate multimedia storytelling into company communications, and use digital 
media to streamline sales. We recommended using surveys and secondary research to define the 
audience for each implementation.  
 
This plan was too ambitious to tackle at this stage. While we still believe that a larger digital media 
strategy for EM has potential, we have revised our proposal to focus on just corporate blog content 
strategy. See the Appendix for a revised version of our original project proposal.  
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Figure 1.0  
End-to-end corporate blog creation process and how the content strategy fits within it. 
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Blog Content Strategy Overview 
Based on interviews with Mr. Mischel and secondary research about luxury market and B2B 
blogging best practices, we recommend a content strategy that includes: 

• A structure for blog content management, including roles, process, and editorial guidelines 
• Ideal focus areas for content, such as industry events, projects and products  
• A plan for estimating the return on investment of a blogging effort  
• A two-phased test process prior to going live to the Web, including:  

o The Alpha phase, during which Electric Mirror creates preliminary content for the 
internal company to measure process and production metrics  

o The Beta phase, during which Electric Mirror conducts a focus group of industry 
participants to measure perceived value of the content offering and gather 
improvement suggestions  

• A high-level cost estimate for the overall preliminary blog content strategy 

Blog Management Roles  
Electric Mirror is interested in multiple blog content authors, with posts written both by employees 
and industry partners, to leverage a variety of perspectives. With this in mind, we recommend that 
Electric Mirror uses a Centralized Style for blog content management, consisting of a central 
moderator who manages the efforts of multiple contributors (Ma & Zhang, 2007).  
 
Examples of blogs managed with a Centralized Style are Google, Yahoo and Ask.com. This form of 
management allows for consistency across multiple authors while still allowing for the expression of 
individual voice; in the case of Google, there are blog entries from Product Managers, Tech Leaders, 
Designers, and Software Engineers. 
 
The Centralized Style is the most efficient management style for EM's blog because it will help to 
achieve the consistency and professionalism important to their brand image while still allowing 
valuable information from several different perspectives to reach their audience. The moderator will 
maintain legal and policy standards while retaining each author's voice, protecting intellectual 
property, and ensuring consistency.  
 
EM has considered hiring a Managing Editor for digital content; we recommend that the selected 
candidate have experience in the following areas: 

• Authoring in Electric Mirror's chosen blog platform 
• Recruiting and managing content contributions from within and outside of the company  
• Working with the hospitality industry, interior design industry, or luxury consumer products  
• Editing video for the web 
• Working with graphic image software 
• Experience writing style guides and/or using established style guides such as the Chicago 

Manual of Style or Associated Press  
• Familiarity with SEO guidelines for major search engines 
• Experience with creating and managing an editorial calendar  
• Demonstrated talent with writing and editing blog posts or similar content using the proper 

voice (clips required)  
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Style Guidelines 
In order to produce consistent, quality blog content, EM should create an editorial style guide. In 
addition to describing standards of grammar, post length, and other style basics, it should include a 
description and examples of tone, defined as an author's perspective or attitude. Examples of 
content tone include:  

• Professional: Sanitized of perspective, colloquialisms, or other indicators of a writer's 
personality. Example: white paper 

• Marketing: Intended to create enthusiasm for a product, but generally lacking an individual 
point of view. Example: ad copy  

• Personal: Reflecting the personality of a specific author, delivered in everyday language. 
Example: most personal blogs, many corporate blogs 

 
We recommend that Electric Mirror use a personal tone for content to achieve customer trust: 
 
“Those who write in a corporate voice will be ignored and ineffective. What types of blogs will 
consumers trust? Those that reveal tidbits about what's going on inside the company, those that 
comment intelligently on customer problems and competitor products, and those that speak like 
people.” (Bernoff, 2008). 
 
Achieving a personal tone in corporate communications can be challenging for luxury brands like 
EM, which tend to be highly managed, art-directed, and designed to cultivate an exclusive image 
based on images instead of words. (Kemp, 2009). These print-ad strategies are not effective for blog 
content that aims to connect with people on a personal level, which is an important part of building 
an online community.   

Legal, Policy, and Intellectual Property  
While blogs create opportunities to connect with customers and industry partners, they can also 
open up companies to litigation, leaked trade secrets, and security risks. Says Mr. Mischel, 
 

It is very easy in a digital world to steal ideas. There is no real regard for copyright, 
trademark or patent, and it costs tons of money to enforce your patents. The best way we 
can protect our ideas is by controlling what ideas are released to the general public. 
Competitors in the past have stolen specifications of our product which is why we don't 
release that information on our website. It is critical that we think through those issues, since 
our competitors like to follow what we do. They will almost copy verbatim the language of 
how we describe our technology. As a leader, we have to think about how to protect those 
ideas.  

 
Electric Mirror can best address and prevent risk “by combining clear and comprehensive content 
and usage rules with a personal use policy and employee education” (Flynn, 2006), including a legal 
review of content guidelines.  
 
We recommend that the Managing Editor role described in the Roles section create, document, and 
enforce guidelines regarding: 

• The retention of business records  
• Risk management planning 
• Protection of PII (personally-identifying information)  
• Safeguarding of intellectual property 
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• Educating employees on legal guidelines 
• Compliance with laws and regulations (Flynn, 2006) 

Blog Types 
Electric Mirror is both a product manufacturer and an innovator in their industry. We therefore 
recommend that EM leverage both of the following blog types:   

• Product blogs introduce a company's new products or features.   
• Knowledge blogs share industry insights and provide thought leadership  

 
Product blogs can contain consumer reviews, product ratings and peer to peer discussion. These 
elements increase engagement and trust because consumers trust other consumers. “Only one in 
six consumers trust company blogs.” (Bernoff, 2008).  
 
Knowledge Blogs gather information and content from inside the company to share with an external 
audience. “When staffers speak, B2B audiences recognize their expertise, trust their message, and 
engage in their conversation.” (Bernoff, 2008) Consumers are more likely to trust content directly 
from the engineer that designed the product or the sales person in charge of retail purchasing than 
content published by a higher-up with no direct experience in the area of coverage.  
 
Combining aspects of both blog types will provide customers with valuable content while meeting 
EM's goal of connecting its product to people.  
 

Content Focus Areas 
“The best B2B blogs focus on community needs and ask: 'How can we meet your needs better?'" 
(Ramos, 2008). The following content focus areas have a high potential to provide value to 
customers.  
 
Trade Shows  
As a significant interest area for the hotel industry, trade shows can provide rich opportunities for EM 
to bring value to its audience. Corporate blogs are excellent platforms to energize consumers before, 
after, and during events. "Blogging can ... enhance single marketing events — like trade shows, 
exhibition, seminars, and conferences — when marketers integrate blogs into pre-event marketing 
and post-event follow up." (Ramos, 2008) 
 
By promoting their presence at an upcoming tradeshow, EM can interest attendees in approaching 
their booth at the event. They can gain feedback and insight through these conversations with the 
consumer, which they can follow up with on their blog after the tradeshow concludes. 
 
EM can also serve as a transcript of the event as it happens. "Firms that open their corporate blogs 
up during events to press and guest contributors gain real-time coverage that traditional publications 
can't equal" (Ramos, 2009). This approach leverages word-of-mouth marketing to create buzz and 
increases future readership. Finally, if readers are unable to attend events in person, they can get 
trade show video, photo, and insights from the company's blog. (Ramos, 2008) 
 
Electric Mirror attends more than 30 trade shows each year, which positions them to be a leader in 
this niche. 
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Projects  
Highly-customized hotel luxury projects are the core of EM's business. "We take huge risks for 
clients," says Mr. Mischel. EM's artsy and unique products beg for show and tell, but these inanimate 
objects need to be supplemented with the stories of the people who craft and display them to put a 
face on the product. (Ramos, 2009) 
 
The completion of a single project can take up to two years, and each project has its own unique 
story. These stories define EM's culture and give testimony to their capabilities--pushing new 
concepts and designs and leading the industry in technology innovation.  
 
Traditionally, companies publish case studies about each project, which can take up to a year after 
the project has been completed to release. A corporate blog allows EM to share updates during all 
project stages: winning a bid, collaborating with an interior designer and hotel owner, manufacturing 
custom product, installing in hotel, and so on. A blog platform also allows EM to mention and provide 
publicity to all parties involved, increasing industry investment in the storytelling. 
 
Many of EM's projects are cutting edge, and publishing the stories behind these innovations in a 
timely and social manner reinforces EM as a leader in the hotel design industry. 

Calculating Return on Investment  
Electric Mirror is understandably interested in determining a correlation between blogging and 
revenue. However, there is no exact science to measure the Return on Investment for a blog, mostly 
because what a blog generates is intangible: customer community. “A blog's marketing value comes 
when marketers use [blog] conversations to create community and support the buying process.” 
(Ramos, 2008). That said, there are steps Electric Mirror can take to assess the economic value of a 
blogging effort before it begins and once it is in progress.  
   
Charlene Li, co-author of Groundswell: Winning in a World Transformed by Social Technologies, 
says that “clearly stating the goals of the blog in economic terms is a good starting point for a 
corporate blogging strategy.” (Li, 2006). Li has created a general strategy for measuring the ROI of a 
blog that focuses on three factors. Electric Mirror should begin its ROI analysis by following Li’s 
recommendation to identify blogging’s: 

• Benefits:  Identify the perceived benefits a blog will provide to Electric Mirror.  
• Costs: Determine the projected costs in revenue and resources associated with supporting a 

blogging effort.  
• Risks: Determine how potential blog problems will impact the overall value of sustaining the 

blog.  
   
Using this information, Electric Mirror should then: 

1. Choose and apply a standard metric to each identified benefit. 
2. Assign a monetary value to each metric.  An example Li uses is: 

• Benefit: Blog traffic  
• Metric: Number of unique visitors, page views  
• Value: Cost of advertising in a similar channel  

 
This exercise should be repeated for all Benefits of the blogging effort to arrive at a total sum. The 
next step is to:  

3. Calculate startup and recurring costs, examples being the costs of the blogging platform or 
the projected payroll hours to create regular posts. 
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The total cost is then subtracted from the total benefits. Li's final steps involve risk-adjustment: 
4.  Identify top worst-case scenarios and their associated costs; examples: lack of customer 

participation, legal incidents. 
5.  Estimate the probability of each scenario. 
6.  Risk-adjust the total value of the blog. 

 
 Completing this exercise would help Electric Mirror to answer the question of whether a blog effort 
justifies its resource investment. However, Li advises caution with this exercise because the less-
measurable benefits of blogging (community involvement) are among the most important reasons for 
a company to blog. 

Phases of the Blog Launch Strategy 

We recommend that EM test its blog content strategy in a two-phased approach: 
1. The Alpha phase: Electric Mirror creates preliminary content, viewed only by EM employees, 

to measure content process and production metrics.  
2. The Beta phase: Electric Mirror conducts a focus group of industry participants to measure 

perceived value of the content and make suggestions to improve it.  
 
Image 1.1:  
Blog launch strategy with overlay of research strategy 
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Alpha Phase 
In the Alpha phase, EM should perform the following tasks: 

1. Create preliminary blog content based on our blog strategy recommendations, including 
copy, videos, and images to gather metrics on all blog content types 

2. Track time and money invested during content production 
 
Completing the above tasks will determine the following: 

1. The ability of EM to create content according to a schedule 
2. An estimate of the content production budget 
3. The time involved in creating and posting content  

 
Information gathered during the Alpha phase will determine whether the blog proceeds to the Beta 
phase. 
 
Beta Phase  
In the Beta phase, EM should perform the following task: 

1. Design and deliver a focus group study of the content produced in Phase A 
 
Completing the above task will determine: 

1. If the participants are engaged with the content EM has produced 
2. How content can be improved based on participant feedback 
3. Whether similar content is likely to succeed once the blog goes live 

 
The purpose of a focus group is to gauge users' opinions, attitudes, and impressions of a particular 
topic (Courage, 2004). Additionally, focus groups help gain multiple points of view in a short period 
as part of a social experience; members of the group remind each other of details they might 
otherwise not have mentioned if interviewed privately or through a survey (Bartels, 2002).  
 
The following tasks will be required to perform a focus group: 

1. Create consent forms and confidential disclosure agreements  
2. Create or acquire a facility (somewhere that reminds the participants of their typical work 

space)  
3. Determine the time of day and duration of the session  
4. Recruit participants  
5. Develop the activity protocol (how the participants will interact with content)  
6. Internally test the activity  

 
Since the intention of the blog is to provide hotel industry members with information relevant to their 
jobs, we recommend that the facility of choice be similar to the study participants' work 
environments, such as a meeting room or boardroom. The time of day for the study should be during 
standard work hours, and its duration should be no longer than two hours.  
 
Because EM is already an established player in the hospitality sector, we have already identified the 
primary audience segments for blog content; the focus group participants should be selected from 
these segments. The group should be comprised of two individuals from each of the primary 
audience segments, with incentive for participation: for example, an all-expenses-paid trip to an 
industry event.  
 
EM can use the following guidelines to develop focus group activities and questions: 
 

• Welcome the participants  
• Have the participants describe a 'typical workday' to gain insight into the way they work and 

how they approach their day-to-day activities 
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• Present preliminary content from the private site for participants to read or watch, and then 
ask them to indicate when they have finished  

• Once everyone has finished, the moderator can ask the following questions:  
• Do you trust the message?  
• Do you trust the source that has produced this content?  
• Do you feel that the person writing the content is an expert in their field?  
• Would you have a discussion with the author of this content?  
• Does the information provided in the content meet any of your professional needs?  
• Do you think you can find information like this somewhere else?  
• How likely would you be to seek out and read an article similar to this?  
• Does knowing that the author of this content also is the manufacturer of the product affect 

your trust?  

Estimated Content Strategy Budget  
Using the ROI strategy outlined earlier in the paper can provide Electric Mirror with a ballpark 
estimate of blog operational costs. For the purposes of this paper, we will provide the following 
estimated budget. If Electric Mirror theoretically completed all tasks in the Alpha and Beta test 
phases, we would use the following estimates to determine a content strategy budget:  
 

• Blog design: a one-time payment of around $1,500 (Pearson, 2006). "A well-designed blog 
is key to its success" (Bodine, 2006). 

• Focus group design and delivery: We recommend EM hire an outside vendor to run the 
focus group but can prepare ahead of time. Estimated costs are roughly $4,000 to $6,000 
and will require about 2 weeks of preparation time. 

• Focus group reimbursement: compensation for time can be issued in cash or gifts of 
similar value and can be estimated to be $50-$100  for professional level participants 

• Equipment/software for the blog:  
o Digital cameras: Amazon lists digital cameras as upwards of $100 
o Video cameras: a Flip is around $200 on Amazon 
o Laptops, for blogging at events: $500 to $1700 per laptop 

• Man hours: Can be estimated based on metrics gathered in the Alpha phase 
• Paid ads: potential future cost- TBD 

 
We recommend that Electric Mirror consider these costs and also perform an ROI calculation to 
most accurately estimate the cost of implementing a blog content strategy.  

Conclusion: 
Blogs are a long-term commitment. We advise that EM use the strategies outlined above to 
continually assess the value of their blogging effort. 
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Appendix A: Revised Preliminary Research Paper 

Research question 
How can Electric Mirror's blog content strategy best engage their consumers? 
 
Research objective 
Use research tools to determine:  

• What is the best content for the audience?  
• What is the right voice and story for the company?  
• How can they employ an effective content management strategy?  
• How can EM attract this audience to its digital media offerings? 

 
Preliminary research—Editorial  
Electric Mirror would like their blog to be “a [branded] social place to hear and see what is going on 
in the hotel industry.” However, the company needs to define several factors before delving into 
such  project. “Many corporate blogs have failed because they weren't given enough time to find 
their voice and define their true audience.” (Bradley, 2009).  
 
Corporate blogs fall into a number of categories, including CEO, individual/expert, and customer 
service (Joel, 2008). Electric Mirror needs to determine which kind of blog is right for their audience: 
“[B]rands that want to blog should identify a specific reason to do so, such as to humanize the 
company (like Microsoft), make the company more open (like Dell) or advance the fun-and-happy 
company image (like Southwest).” (Bulick, 2008). 
 
Blog Rules (Flynn 2006), highlights a number of additional issues Electric Mirror will need to resolve 
prior to implementing their blog strategy, including establishing editorial policies and procedure and 
understanding legal risks and regulatory rules. 
 
Editorial strategy is a frequently overlooked success factor behind the corporate blog. In addition to a 
schedule and process for posting and maintaining content, an editorial strategy should identify goals 
for the content itself. According to Jeffrey MacIntyre of the content consulting firm Predicate, good 
editorial content should: 

• Create engaging, unique experiences 
• Drive traffic to related content 
• Influence user behavior / form a bond 
• Generate revenue, becoming a product 

EM’s blog editorial strategy needs measures in place to determine how blog content can meet these 
objectives. 
 
Preliminary research—Multimedia  
Electric Mirror's artsy products beg for show and tell, but these inanimate objects need be 
supplemented with the stories of the people who craft and display them in order to put a face on the 
product (Ramos, 2009). EM's blogging efforts can supplement the business relationships earned 
through face-to-face interaction at the 30 industry events they attend each year. As stories are 
shared on the tradeshow floors, they can be consistently shared online. 
 
Our research will show whether EM can use multimedia storytelling hosted on their blog to enhance 
customer relations and create buzz around new products and developments, as well as show 
whether this storytelling creates reciprocity; in social media channels, brands must talk not only 
about themselves but about what interests their consumers (Kemp, 2009). 
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Preliminary research shows: 
• Luxury consumers with Internet access come out on top in all categories of Social 

Computing activities (Kemp, 2009) 
• Video creates emotional, engaging connections with customers and is shown to be a 

powerful tool to tell stories (Ramos, 2009). 
• The most-viewed web videos are not produced professionally (Friedman, 2009). EM can tell 

stories through "amateur" production 
 
 Audience 
Finally, a critical research objective is to obtain more information about Electric Mirror’s target 
audience. Electric Mirror's blog already has a number of potential audiences: green projects; interior 
designers, architects, and industrial designers; hotel brands and hotel owners; internal consumers; 
technology leaders; purchasers; retail stores; media outlets; high end (custom) residential. There 
must be consideration for the future possible consumers and audiences as well. However, a blog 
that tries to cater to all of these demographics will fail. Knowing the demographics of Electric Mirror's 
audience will help determine what sort of content EM should produce on their blog: what does the 
audience want to hear? 
 
Proposed research strategies and hypotheses – Editorial  
Our hypothesis is that Electric Mirror can create and maintain a blog that meets their objectives if 
they: 

• Determine their target audience and its content needs/interests 
• Define and determine how to measure the success of content 
• Design editorial guidelines that address legal and IP liability 
• Research and address audience perceptions of corporate blogging authenticity 
• Create a sustainable ongoing blog process including editorial review and publishing 

schedule (recognizing and allocating resources to blog posts as a content deliverable) 
 
Tools we would propose to potentially accomplish these objectives: 

• Conduct ethnographic study of decision makers in the hotel and interior design industries to 
determine their content needs and interests 

• Study various methods of measuring content ROI and possibly implement a content tracking 
solution to gather and analyze data. 

• Consult with legal resource about potential risks involved in discussing products and industry 
issues 

• Conduct or read studies about corporate audiences and their affinity for various digital 
content types and platforms, and use this data to assess the priority or feasibility of EM’s 
own ideas for blog content types 

• Create a model or outline for an editorial strategy including resources (headcount, budget, 
training, schedule) 

 
Proposed research strategies and hypotheses – Multimedia 
How can EM use multimedia storytelling on the blog to enhance customer relations and create buzz 
around new products and developments? For preliminary research, we took Forrester’s approaches 
for using video for business (Ramos, 2009) and combined it with EM’s capabilities to produce 
multimedia content. 

Approach  one: Engage & qualify buyers 
• Put a face on the new sales person 
• Make the invitation personal 
• Craft a multimedia message specifically for a client 
• Balance accessibility with exclusivity (Kemp, 2009) 

o Send invites to exclusive content 
o Send multimedia content with media kits 
o Stream the videos on tradeshow monitors at booth 
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Approach two: Feature employee talent, turn corporate spokespeople into "video 
stars" 

• Demonstrate expert thought leadership 
• EM is world leader in back lit mirror and mirror TV technology 
• Jim (Chief Designer) has passion to educate people about new developments 
• Interview engineers 
• Improve customer relations by putting Jim and Aaron (VP R&D) in front 
• Share tips and tricks from project managers/sales: FAQs and how-to’s 

 
Approach three: Create excitement around physical events; extend live events to 
larger audiences 

• Energize customers to attend tradeshows 
• Extend the show to those who can't attend (Tradeshow brands are already doing 

this) 
• Continue event conversations after the doors close 

 
Approach four: Build brand and generate new interest with a viral message 

• Make abstract concepts easier to understand 
• Explanation videos--entertaining, unique and informative enough to share 
• Demonstrate conceptual product capabilities more concretely 
• EM's "Green Initiatives" 

o Show the process of hotel maintenance workers replacing light bulbs 
o  Show the process of recycling metal to make new products 

• Piggyback on successful consumer-oriented videos 
o Parody common formats (e.g. I'm a PC/I'm a Mac, UPS whiteboard) 

  
Audience 
Electric Mirror maintains very personal relationships with their audience; they get to know a client or 
are referred from another venue or industry.  The blog strategy needs to mimic this. Sales should not 
be the direct focus of the blog; a good corporate blog engages the customer without violating trust. 
 
Regardless, the goal of any business ultimately comes down to the bottom line. Knowing what 
questions the customer/purchaser asks when buying Electric Mirror products can translate to solid 
blog content. Therefore, this raises additional questions: how does information provided via the blog 
impact customer relationship and purchasing process? How much information is expected to be 
received, found, and/or available via the blog regarding high-priced goods? Charlene Li describes 
this phase of listening as Market Research.  “Market research is very good at finding answers to 
questions.” (Li & Bernoff, 2008) Formulating the right questions and interactions with the various 
audience groups will solidify the research and the building of Electric Mirror's blog. The sales of such 
a luxury item cannot loose its authenticity when transferred to the Internet. 
 
We will survey potential audiences to determine which one should be the focus of Electric Mirror's 
blog and what content they want to see. 
 
Next steps with the client 

• Determine what Jim wants to measure (ROI, ROP)--what does success look like? What do 
WE think success looks like? 

• Conduct a SWOT or other type of analysis assessing the strengths and weaknesses of this 
plan 

• Begin to gather data on success factors for corporate blog strategy 
• Learn more about tradeshow and event logistics. 
• Compare the information received from the consumers and the expectations of the client.  

See where they overlap. 
• Examine the stats of the surveys, as well as the research consumer satisfaction,  
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• Continuous involvement with the blog and redefining the audience, because it will be 
continuously changing. 

Appendix B: Example of IBM Social Computing Guidelines 

IBM Social Computing Guidelines: Executive Summary  

1. Know and follow IBM's Business Conduct Guidelines.  
2. IBMers are personally responsible for the content they publish on blogs, wikis or any other 

form of user-generated media. Be mindful that what you publish will be public for a long 
time—protect your privacy.  

3. Identify yourself—name and, when relevant, role at IBM—when you discuss IBM or IBM-
related matters. And write in the first person. You must make it clear that you are speaking 
for yourself and not on behalf of IBM.  

4. If you publish content to any website outside of IBM and it has something to do with work you 
do or subjects associated with IBM, use a disclaimer such as this: "The postings on this site 
are my own and don't necessarily represent IBM's positions, strategies or opinions."  

5. Respect copyright, fair use and financial disclosure laws.  
6. Don't provide IBM's or another's confidential or other proprietary information. Ask permission 

to publish or report on conversations that are meant to be private or internal to IBM.  
7. Don't cite or reference clients, partners or suppliers without their approval. When you do 

make a reference, where possible link back to the source.  
8. Respect your audience. Don't use ethnic slurs, personal insults, obscenity, or engage in any 

conduct that would not be acceptable in IBM's workplace. You should also show proper 
consideration for others' privacy and for topics that may be considered objectionable or 
inflammatory—such as politics and religion.  

9. Find out who else is blogging or publishing on the topic, and cite them.  
10. Be aware of your association with IBM in online social networks. If you identify yourself as an 

IBMer, ensure your profile and related content is consistent with how you wish to present 
yourself with colleagues and clients.  

11. Don't pick fights, be the first to correct your own mistakes, and don't alter previous posts 
without indicating that you have done so.  

12. Try to add value. Provide worthwhile information and perspective. IBM's brand is best 
represented by its people and what you publish may reflect on IBM's brand.  

 
 

 


